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Abstract. Large-scale parallel data analysis, where global information from a
variety of problem domains is resolved in a distributed memory space, relies
on communication. Three communication algorithms motivated by data analy-
sis workloads–merge-based reduction, swap-based reduction, and neighborhood
exchange–are presented, and their performance is benchmarked. These algorithms
communicate custom data types among blocks assigned to processes in flexible
ways, and their performance is optimized by tunable parameters. Performance is
compared to an MPI implementation and to previous communication algorithms
on an IBM Blue Gene/P supercomputer at a variety of message sizes and process
counts.
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1 Introduction

Large-scale parallel data analysis and visualization often involve intense communica-
tion of information in a distributed-memory HPC architecture, for example, when data
are analyzed in situ during a computational simulation. Thus, efficient and usable com-
munication algorithms are fundamental to scalable data analysis. While MPI’s collec-
tives suffice for some of these tasks, MPI alone does not provide custom domain de-
compositions, partial reductions, or neighborhood exchanges. Even when a comparable
MPI function does exist, configurable algorithms that allow tuning for a target archi-
tecture and data movement pattern may outperform MPI implementations for the same
task. Our solution is to write such algorithms in a library built on top of MPI.

This paper describes three communication algorithms implemented in such a library
that we have applied successfully to a variety of analysis tasks. We describe how these
algorithms offer capabilities beyond MPI’s stock functions and benchmark their per-
formance compared to a popular MPI implementation. We also compare performance
with a highly-tuned image compositing algorithm and to our previous implementation
of neighborhood exchange.

2 Background and Related Work

Many algorithms for collectives have been published in the message-passing literature,
including [1, 2]. The visualization community has developed similar communication
algorithms for image compositing [3].
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Table 1. Examples of Communication Patterns in Data Analysis

Analysis Kernel Communication Pattern
Particle tracing [5] Neighborhood exchange
Information entropy [6] Merge-based reduction
Morse-Smale complex [7] Merge-based reduction
Computational geometry [8] Neighborhood exchange
Region growing [9] Neighborhood exchange
Sort-last rendering [3] Swap-based reduction

Parallel scientific data analysis and visualization algorithms share a common set of
communication patterns. Table 1 shows a representative sample of data analysis kernels
and the communication pattern used in each. Some analyses also generate multiple com-
binations and iterations of these same core patterns. The right hand column of the table
reveals three common communication kernels: merge-based reduction, swap-based re-
duction, and neighborhood exchange. These patterns are described further in Section
3.

Algorithms for these three patterns are implemented in a prototype library called
DIY (Do-It-Yourself analysis) [4] that the user calls in conjunction with custom local
analysis operations. DIY is lightweight, consisting of approximately 15 K lines of code
and 800 KB as a statically linked library. DIY’s communication algorithms have hooks
for custom reduction operators that act on user-defined data types, as in MPI. Addi-
tionally, DIY allows communication among arbitrary subsets of the domain, which are
called blocks, without the user having to worry about which process actually owns a
given block. Blocks are assigned to processes during the initialization of DIY, and a
process may own more than one block. In the remainder of this paper, we will fol-
low DIY’s terminology and say that blocks communicate with each other rather than
processes.

Deciding which communication pattern to select for a particular task depends on
several factors. If the operation is not associative and the order of information flow
through the domain is data-dependent, then global reduction cannot be used, and neigh-
borhood communication is selected instead. For associative operations, swap-based re-
duction is appropriate when data items are homogeneous, contiguous buffers that can be
subdivided, and the user wants a distributed result, as in MPI Reduce scatter. When
data items are heterogeneous and cannot be scattered, merge-based reduction is used,
similar to MPI Reduce.

3 Method

DIY’s merge- and swap-based reductions allow configurable radix messaging. Commu-
nication occurs in rounds and in each round, groups are formed of blocks that commu-
nicate with each other. The number of blocks per group in a round is called the k-value.
By selecting the number of rounds and the k-value in each round, the user can tailor
the communication pattern to the hardware characteristics of the architecture. It is also
possible to select a smaller number of rounds than a full reduction would require. Par-
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tial reductions are useful for some applications, such as simplification of topological
structures [7].

3.1 Merge-based Reduction

The merge-based communication pattern is used for associative reduction of heteroge-
neous data that cannot be readily distributed, and instead must be merged in place at
a smaller number of blocks during each round. Topological graph structures such as
Morse-Smale complexes are reduced this way [7]. Algorithm 1 was first published in
2011 [4]. The inset at the right shows an example of a partial reduction with two rounds
of merging using k = 4 in the first round and k = 2 in the second round.

Algorithm 1 Merge algorithm
1: mark all my local blocks as active
2: for all rounds do
3: for all my local active blocks do
4: identify blocks in same group as this block
5: select one block of the group to be the root
6: if block is not root of this group then
7: post nonblocking send to the root block
8: mark block as inactive
9: else

10: post nonblocking receive for all other blocks of
the group

11: end if
12: end for
13: wait for all sends/receives to complete
14: for all local root blocks of groups do
15: collect messages from blocks in this group
16: call user-defined merge operation
17: end for
18: end for
19: return number of finished blocks

Round 0, k = 4

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

8 10 12 14

8 12

Round 1, k = 2

Results

3.2 Swap-based Reduction

The swap-based communication pattern is used for associative reduction of homoge-
neous contiguous data buffers that remain distributed instead of being merged into a
smaller number of blocks. This case occurs in sort-last parallel rendering, when multi-
ple image buffers are blended together. In fact, Algorithm 2 is a generalization of the
radix-k image compositing algorithm first published in 2009 [10]. The inset at the right
shows an example of a partial reduction with two rounds of swapping using k = 4 in the
first round and k = 2 in the second round.
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Algorithm 2 Swap algorithm
1: for all rounds do
2: for all my local blocks do
3: identify other blocks in same group as this block
4: compute fraction of item to exchange
5: for all member blocks in same group as this block

do
6: post asynchronous send of fraction of item
7: end for
8: for all member blocks in same group as this block

do
9: post asynchronous receive of fraction of item

10: end for
11: end for
12: wait for sends/receives to complete
13: for all blocks do
14: collect messages from blocks in this group
15: call user-defined reduce operation
16: end for
17: end for
18: return location of reduced fraction within each block

Round 0, k = 4

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

Round 1, k = 2

Results

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

3.3 Neighborhood Communication

For non-associative operators, information traverses a domain iteratively, one neigh-
borhood at a time. An example is tracing streamlines through a flow dataset, when
the communication pattern depends entirely on the input vector field. Algorithm 3 is
a generalization of the particle exchange algorithm first published in 2011 [5]. The
inset at the right shows an example of two rounds of neighborhood exchange. In the
PostMessages procedure, blocks post nonblocking messages to their neighbors, and
return to check on the status of received messages in the TestMessages procedure. The
number of messages for which to wait during each call to TestMessages is adjustable,
and this adjustable level of synchrony is a key reason for the performance improvement
of this algorithm over its predecessors.

4 Performance

Our tests were run on Intrepid, a 557-teraflop IBM Blue Gene/P supercomputer op-
erated by the Argonne Leadership Computing Facility (ALCF) at Argonne National
Laboratory. The test program was compiled with the IBM xlcxx r compiler using -O3

-qarch=450d -qtune=450 optimizations.
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Algorithm 3 Neighborhood Exchange Algorithm
1: procedure PACK MESSAGES

2: for all my local blocks do
3: for all all processes in my neighborhood do
4: pack message of block IDs and item counts des-

tined for that process
5: pack message of item payloads destined for that

process
6: end for
7: end for
8: end procedure
9: procedure POST MESSAGES

10: for all packed ID and count messages do
11: post nonblocking send of counts message
12: post nonblocking send of payloads message
13: post nonblocking receive of counts message
14: end for
15: end procedure
16: procedure TEST MESSAGES

17: while number of arrived messages < desired number
of arrivals do

18: wait for some more counts messages to arrive
19: parse counts message and post blocking send for

matching payload message
20: end while
21: end procedure

Round 0

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

Round 1

Results

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

4.1 Reduction

The parameters for our tests were chosen so that our results could be compared against
MPI, hence the merge and swap algorithms performed a full reduction. This means that
the number of rounds and k-values per round produced a merged result in a single block,
and the swapped result was scattered among all blocks and was equivalent to all blocks
communicating with each other. We used one DIY block per MPI process and tested
block counts that were powers of two. Tests were run in symmetric multiprocessor
mode, one MPI process per node.

Since the swap-based reduction is a generalization of the radix-k image compositing
algorithm, we also wanted to configure our tests to be able to compare against radix-k.
Thus, our reduction operator is the noncommutative over operator [11], a linear com-
bination of elements in a floating-point buffer that represents the red, green, blue, and
opacity channels of pixels in an image. Our message sizes are based on images of vari-
ous resolutions at 16 bytes per pixel.

We first disabled the reduction operator and tested only the communication cost.
Figure 1 shows this result for merge and swap reduction compared to MPI Reduce

and MPI Reduce scatter, respectively. For merging, we found k = 2 to perform best,
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Fig. 1. Communication time only for our merge algorithm compared to MPI’s reduction algorithm
(left) and our swap algorithm compared to MPI’s reduce-scatter algorithm (right).

while for swapping, k = 8 was used. In the merge test, DIY was approximately 10%
faster than the BG/P MPI implementation, while in the swap test, DIY was up to 60%
faster at 1024 processes.

Next, we enabled the reduction operator, with the results in Figure 2 for k = 2 merge
reduction and k = 8 swap reduction. The difference between MPI and DIY is minimal
because the cost of computing the over operator is expensive enough to mask the gains
in the communication algorithm. Moreover, when k = 8, the computation is performed
by looping over the eight blocks that need to be reduced locally, which serializes the
computation.

Having eight blocks available for reduction, however, opens new possibilities for
thread-level parallelism that did not exist when k = 2 or in MPI Reduce scatter.
When the loop over the eight blocks is multithreaded with openMP in the DIY ver-
sion, the graph on the left of Figure 3 results. The multithreaded DIY swap algorithm is
up to 1.8 times faster than MPI Reduce scatter at 1024 processes, and approximately
1.4 times faster than the single-threaded DIY swap in Figure 2.

Within the local over operator of the DIY swap version, the outer loop over the
blocks that were received was thread-parallelized, and this loop exists only in the DIY
version. The inner loop over block elements remained serial in both DIY and MPI. Since
the over operator is noncommutative, we wanted to ensure that the same reduction order
was maintained in both versions. In our tests, this order is in increasing block global
identification number. To maintain this order, we employed a local tree reduction as
shown in Figure 4. The idea of reducing local blocks in a tree as opposed to a linear
order was introduced by Moreland et al. [12], and we borrowed that idea for our thread
ordering.

The right hand side of Figure 3 compares our multithreaded swap performance with
the standalone version of the the radix-k algorithm [10]. It shows that DIY’s perfor-
mance is approximately two times slower than radix-k. Our swap reduction is more
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general than radix-k because it supports multiple blocks per process and generic data
items, and this generality comes with some overhead. We expect that some of this per-
formance gap can be recovered through further optimization of DIY, and some will
remain. Motivated by this comparison, we will continue to work to improve perfor-
mance.

4.2 Neighborhood Exchange

To demonstrate the scalability of the nearest neighbor communication algorithm, and
in particular its use of tunable synchronization, we present an example from parallel
particle tracing. A common and intuitive way to visualize a static or time-varying flow
field is to trace paths that are derived from the trajectory of massless particles injected
into the field and advected through it using numerical integration. In a data-parallel
distributed-memory environment, the communication pattern that results is a neighbor-
hood exchange. Local computation of integral curves within a block is interleaved with
the exchange of particles across block boundaries in an iterative fashion.

The test shown in Figure 5 was run in virtual node mode with one MPI process per
core and eight DIY blocks per process. The left side of the figure shows strong scaling
of the compute plus communicate time and excludes file I/O. It compares Algorithm 3
with a previous algorithm published in 2011 [5]. The main improvement is due to the
adjustable number of arrivals parameter in line 17 of Algorithm 3. This algorithm is
approximately three times faster than the original in 2011.

The test dataset comes from a computational fluid dynamics simulation of ther-
mal hydraulics in a nuclear reactor. The problem is large both in data size (20483 grid
points), in the number of particles traced (256 K), and in the computation applied to
each particle (1000 integration steps). While 1/4 million particles are too many to vi-
sualize, a very dense tracing such as this is necessary for accurate follow-on analysis
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Fig. 2. Communication and single-threaded compositing operator for our merge algorithm com-
pared to MPI’s reduction algorithm (left) and our swap algorithm compared to MPI’s reduce-
scatter algorithm (right).
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Fig. 3. Communication and multithreaded compositing operator for our swap algorithm compared
to MPI’s reduce-scatter algorithm (left) and comparison with the radix-k algorithm of [10] (right).

of the field lines. A much smaller number of particles traced in the same flow field is
shown in the right side of Figure 5.

5 Summary

We presented three communication patterns that are common to many data analysis
tasks. For global reduction, we designed configurable algorithms for merging and swap-
ping that feature configurable number of rounds and k-value per round. The neighbor-
hood exchange pattern features a configurable degree of synchronization and flexible
identification of blocks that constitute a neighborhood. Implemented in a design that
communicates user-defined data items among blocks instead of processes, the result
is a set of versatile communication algorithms that have proven to be very useful in
numerous data analysis applications.

Performance and scalability benchmarks were presented for all three algorithms. We
compared the two reductions with MPI. While we designed the experiment to be com-

Block 0 Block 1 Block 2 Block 3 Block 4 Block 5 Block 6 Block 7

Block 0' Block 2' Block 4' Block 6'

Block 0'' Block 4''

Thread 0 Thread 1 Thread 2 Thread 3

Thread 0 Thread 1

Thread 0

Fig. 4. Local multithreaded tree reduction of eight blocks.
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Fig. 5. Strong scaling performance for compute plus communicate time shows three times im-
provement over previously published results (left) for particles traced in a thermal hydraulics
flow field (right).

parable with MPI’s reductions (one block per process and full reduction), it is important
to realize that DIY provides richer functionality that in general cannot be expressed by
a few MPI calls. Nevertheless, our algorithms were faster than the MPI implementation
in almost all the cases tested. The neighborhood exchange was compared with an earlier
algorithm, with three times faster performance in a test of parallel particle tracing of a
scientific dataset.

DIY’s versatility also accounts for lower performance compared to single-purpose
algorithms such as radix-k for image compositing. In particular, DIY does not overlap
communication and computation deep in the communication loop that way that radix-k
does, because the reduction operator is in the user’s code.

In our ongoing work, we are continuing to look for ways to overlap communica-
tion and computation in our general-purpose library, to approach the performance of
algorithms like radix-k. We are also continuing to add new features to DIY, including
versatile information exchange patterns within a neighborhood. For example, blocks
may talk to only a subsets of blocks within a neighborhood, and these subsets can be
chosen in various ways. We also continue to build new analysis applications on top of
DIY, which in turn drives further innovation in the library.
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